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Edgy American Indian Soundscapes that will reach out and make you feel their pain, leaving you to

wonder how it could ever have been allowed to happen. Beautiful flowing melodies to aggressive

Gilmour'esque guitar - this one will haunt you. 8 MP3 Songs WORLD: Native American, NEW AGE:

Ambient Details: The Trail of tears was produced by Trevor Sewell for MTMmusic Review Cold fusion

have enjoyed considerable underground success on the uk scene, with this being their third album to date

- although there is no doubt that they write from the heart and their previous offerings have been very well

received they have tended to shun any associated attention. They have been accused of being

everything from a simple pain in the ass to downright uncooperative, however the truth is that they are

still, as they have always been, happy just to make music that moves them and remain true to their own

intrinsic values. They DO believe that the American Indians had and continue to have a raw deal,

something that most people accept these days and wished to reflect this through their music. I think they

have succeeded. Ian Bush -(Buzz) five stars News Cold Fusion are currently in the studio recording their

4th album which will be ready to coincide with their first ever major european tour which is expected to

kick off in Germany in early April of next year. Dedication This album is dedicated with respect to the

American Indian culture that has survived throughout all of the events of the past centuries despite losing

virtually all of their material posessions by maintaining their dignity and sense of identity, a lesson that

many so called civilised societies could perhaps learn from. Special thanks go to: Kev Archer for the

brilliant sax playing Barbara and Tanya for the great backing vocals Trevor Sewell for guitar playing and

production. Andy Phelan for engineering. all at MTM for support and expertise. Disclaimer As there was

no direct translation available, the voices were chosen for their depth of character and integrity, in much

the same way as one would choose a musical instrument.
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